Embossing and Hot Stamping Machine
ERUT ECO 30

Space-saving, efficient and easy to handle.

The compact ERUT ECO 30 combines the embossing and hot-stamping of license plates in one machine.

This space-saving unit is easy to operate and offers maximum efficiency. It is an ideal economic solution for manufacturing vehicle license plates in small quantities.

The operating pressure can be continuously adjusted up to 170 bar, ensuring a high quality of embossing at a low level.
ERUT ECO 30

Technical Data*:

- Embossing capacity: 300 kN
- Maximal height of embossing tools: approx. 45 mm
- Cylinder stroke: max. mm
- Stroke-limiting stop: approx. 20 mm
- Connection load**: AC, 230 V, 50 Hz, 1 phase
- Power consumption: 2.4 kW
- Dimensions:
  - without supporting table: length: 1,030 mm, width: 720 mm, height: 1,115 mm
  - with supporting table: length: 1,030 mm, width: 840 mm, height: 1,750 mm
- Weight: approx. 340 kg
- Time required to emboss 520 mm license plate at approximate 160 bar: approx. 7 seconds

*Subject to alterations serving technical improvements. **Further voltage range on request.

Accessories for the ERUT ECO 30:

- Supporting Table
  - Article-No. 7026547
- Shelf for Clapper Dies
  - Article-No. 7014870
- Embossing Frame
  - Article-No. 0461010
- Plastic Clapper Dies
- Hot Stamping Template
  - single lined (pictured)
    - Article-No. 7027527
  - double lined (no picture)
    - Article-No. 7027563